Abstract-The purpose of this study is to optimize the dynamic Rb-82 myocardial perfusion (MP) PET acquisition/reconstruction protocols for maximum perfusion defect detection using realistic simulation data and task-based evaluation. Time activity curves (TACs) of different organs at both rest and stress conditions were extracted from dynamic Rb-82 PET images of 5 normal patients. Combined SimSET-GATE Monte Carlo simulation was used to generate nearly noise-free (NNF) MP PET data from a time series of 3D NCAT phantoms with organ activities modeling difTerent pre-scan delay times (PDTs) and total acquisition times (TATs). Poisson noise was added to the NNF projections and the OS-EM algorithm was applied to generate noisy reconstructed images. The channelized Hotelling observer (CHO) with 32x32 spatial templates corresponding to 4 octave-wide frequency channels was used to evaluate the images. The area under the ROC curve (AVC) was calculated from the CHO rating data as an index for image quality in terms of MP defect detection. The 0.5 cycle/cm Butterworth post-filtering on OS-EM (with 21 subsets) reconstructed images generates the highest AVC values while those from iteration number 1 to 4 do not show different AVC values. The optimized PDTs for both rest and stress conditions are found to be close to the cross points of the left ventricular chamber and myocardium TACs, which may promote individualized PDT for patient data processing and image reconstruction. Shortening the TATs for <"-'3 minutes from the clinically employed acquisition time does not affect the MP defect detection significantly for both rest and stress studies.
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Index Terms-Rb-82 myocardial perfusion PET, acquisition/reconstruction protocol optimization I. INTRODUCTION Myocardial perfusion (MP) PET contributes to the diagnosis of cardiovascular disease by providing perfusion and left ventricle function information in a single study. It has seen a significant recent gain in the clinical acceptance as a result of the developments in PET scanner technology and availability, along with its reimbursement and the commercial distribution of Rb-82 generators [1] , [2] . The available evidence suggests that myocardial perfusion PET provides an accurate means for diagnosing obstructive CAD, which appears superior to SPECT especially in the obese and in those undergoing pharmacologic stress [3] .
Despite its increased clinical popularity, there has been limited information on statistical optimization of the Rb-82 PET Manuscript received November 14, 2008 . The authors are with the Department of Radiology, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21287 USA, e-mail: jtangI8@jhmi.edu. acquisition or reconstruction protocols for perfusion study. An empirical pre-scan delay time (PDT) of "-'90 second has been suggested and employed in the clinic. It is widely considered optimal to leave out early phases with high activity in the blood pool when reconstructing MP images for diagnosis [4] . Ideally the longer the acquisition time (the shorter PDT), the higher the detected counts in the images and thus higher signal-tonoise ratio, which would lead to better detectability of MP abnormality. However, the earlier the PDT, the more spillover from the blood chamber to the myocardium, which would deteriorate the contrast between normal and defect regions. The availability of list mode Rb-82 PET myocardial data in the clinic allows optimization of the acquisition and reconstruction protocols. The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of Rb-82 PET myocardial image acquisition and reconstruction protocols on the detection of perfusion abnormality through realistic data simulations and task-based evaluation with a mathematical observer. The results suggest optimized data acquisition and reconstruction parameters for maximum detectability of myocardial defects in the Rb-82 PET studies.
II. METHODS

A. Patient Data Collection
To perform realistic simulation, we sought through clinical PET/CT Rb-82 MP records of patients at the Johns Hopkins Hospital and located five patients with healthy myocardia. These patients had normal cardiac function, no perfusion defects, normal CT angiograms, and zero calcium scores. In the clinic, the MP PET data acquisition starts at the same time as the injection of Rb-82 Chloride tracer and the total scan time interval is 8 minutes [5] . For each patient, the time activities of different organs including heart, liver, lungs, spleen, and stomach were measured from the dynamic images taken during the entire data acquisition process at both the rest and stress conditions. For heart, the time activities of the myocardium and the left ventricular (LV) chamber were extracted.
The organ time activity curves (TACs) of individual patients were cubic-spline smoothed and then averaged to generate a set of organ TACs representing the Rb-82 biodistribution in an average normal patient. The average TACs of the myocardium and LV chamber at rest and stress conditions are plotted in Fig. 1 . Note that the time axis starts at the time when activity appears, which is ",0.5 minute after the injection (not displayed). 
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Septal measured cumulated organ activity over the 8-minute scan. The simulated dose (decay number) for each organ was 20 times of the measured cumulated organ activity times the NCAT organ volume. The generated NNF organ sinograms were ready to be scaled and summed to simulate different combinations of organ activities corresponding to any given pre-scan delay time (PDT) and total acquisition time (TAT).
c. Data Generation and Image Reconstruction
As described in the last subsection, we used the NNF organ sinograms to generate simulated MP datasets corresponding to different PDTs and TATs. For a specified PDT, the cumulated activity for each organ was calculated by integrating the activity from the time acquisition starts through the end of the TACs. The NNF organ sinograms were scaled based on the cumulated organ activities and then summed together. A Poisson noise generator was used to create 100 noise realizations of the simulated NNF sinogram for each PDT. Besides the normal MP sinograms described above, we also generated sinograms corresponding to a myocardium with perfusion defect on the LV wall. This perfusion defect is a transmural defect spanning 40: over the anterior-lateral region and 1.5 em over the long-axis direction (Fig. 2 ). It has an activity that is 10% less than the normal activity. Similar to the sinograms corresponding to a normal heart, 100 noise realizations of defect sinograms were generated for each PDT. 
B. Monte Carlo Simulation
We applied a combined SimSET-GATE simulation tool [6J to generate the nearly-noise-free (NNF) Rb-82 myocardial perfusion sinogram dataset of individual organs using the 3D NCAT phantom [7] . The photon propagation inside the voxelized NCAT phantom was simulated using the SimSET from which the history file generated was passed to the GATE for the GE Discovery RX PETtCT scanner geometry and detector circuitry simulation. The GE RX scanner uses LYSO crystals of dimensions 4.2 x 6.3 x 30 mm 3 in the tangential, axial, and radial directions and the LYSO crystals are arranged into 9 x 6 blocks. The scanner contains 24 rings and 630 crystals per ring, and is operated in the 20 data acquisition mode. The combined SimSET-GATE tool saves the simulation time by over 20 times as compared to using GATE alone, making the simulation for NNF datasets accomplishable.
To generate an NNF sinogram for each organ, the number of decays applied in the simulation was calculated based on the The sinogram datasets were reconstructed using the OS-EM algorithm we developed, which incorporated the deteriorating factor corrections to achieve performance comparable to the reconstruction software built on the GE RX scanner. The following procedures were included in the reconstruction process: (1) normalization; (2) attenuation correction: attenuation coefficient measured via forward projection of the 511 keV equivalent mu-maps, which were generated from the simulated attenuation images via bilinear scaling [II J; (3) randoms correction: randoms estimated from the crystal single rates and knowledge of the scanner's timing coincidence window [12J; (4) scatter (in the object/patient) correction: using the single scatter simulation technique [13J; (5) decay correction; and (6) deadtime correction: deadtime estimated as a global scaling factor from the average 'block busy' information provided with (2) prediction of a human observer performance in a myocardial defect detection task [14J.
Each of the reconstructed images was reoriented and the short-axis slice covering the centroid voxel of the perfusion defect region was cropped to the channel template size, with the centroid voxel at the center of the cropped image. The pixel values in the cropped short-axis images were then windowed by scaling the image so the maximum value in the heart was mapped to 255 and the resulting floating values were rounded to integers. This scaling and rounding was performed to duplicate what should be done to images used in a human observer study.
The leave-one-out strategy was applied in training and testing the observer [9] . For each pair of normal/abnormal image noise realization, the rest of all other noise realizations were used in training the CHO. This process was repeated for all the noise realizations in each testing ensemble. The resulting ratings acquired from CHO were used to estimate ROC curves with the LABROC4 program [10J. This program estimates the parameters of the ROC curve, the AUC value, and the standard deviations of these parameters.
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III. RESULTS
A. Iteration Number and Cutoff Frequency Optimization
For the rest condition, we calculated the NSD and contrast for several PDTs from unfiltered images at iteration number from 1 to 4 of the OS-EM (with 21 subsets) reconstruction. The NSD vs. contrast curves for different PDTs are plotted in Fig. 4 .
The images reconstructed with two iterations of the OS-EM algorithm (clinically employed) were Butterworth filtered at cutoff frequencies ranging from 0.1 cycle/cm to 1 cycle/cm (0.1 cycle/cm increments) before ROC analysis was performed. The AUC values in the MP defect detection task increase significantly as the cutoff frequency increases from 0.1 to 0.3 cycle/cm and they plateau when the cutoff frequency reaches 0.5 cycle/cm. The AUC values for images from different PDTs with cutoff frequency being 0.1, 0.5, and I cycle/em are plotted in Fig. 5 .
With the 0.5 cycle/cm cutoff frequency filtering, the AUC values were calculated from images reconstructed with different iteration numbers. It was found that the AUC values did not change from I to 4 iterations then decreased at higher iterations. In the studies performed hereafter, iteration number
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Contrast == -=----=-XN+Xo where XN and X0 are the average value from the normal and defect regions, respectively. Similar to the NSD calculation, voxels close to edges of the regions were not included to make sure the voxels included have relative uniform values.
where x{ is the ith voxel value of the jth noise realization, Xi is the ith ensemble mean value of the voxel i, n is the number of voxels in the region and m is the number of noise realizations. The contrast was calculated from noisefree sinogram reconstructed images with perfusion defects. It was calculated from the defect region and a normal region of similar area:
D. Image Evaluation Criteria
Before performing task-based evaluation, mathematical criteria were used to evaluate the reconstructed images. The normalized standard deviation (NSD) and contrast were calculated for different PDTs. The NSD was computed from the reconstructed images with normal MP activity. It was calculated from a region over the LV wall of the noisy reconstructed images where the voxel intensity was relatively uniform:
E. ROC Analysis
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed for every testing ensemble, i.e., normal and abnormal noisy MP images from a specific PDT and TAT, reconstruction iteration number, and Butterworth filter cutoff frequency. To perform ROC analysis, ratings for the defect-present and defect-absent images need to be generated. A channelized Hotelling observer (CHO) with four octave-wide rotationally symmetric frequency channels was applied to the reconstructed images (processed as described below) to generate the ratings [8] . The start frequency and width of the first channel were both 1/64 cycles per pixel and the size of the channels was 32 x 32. This channel model was previously found to give good the scanner. Normalization and attenuation corrections were incorporated in the system matrix, while estimated randoms and scattered events were incorporated in the denominator of the ordinary Poisson OS-EM algorithm formula [12] , with the images finally scaled by global decay and deadtime factors. The number of subsets was set to 21 (as done in the clinic) and cubic voxels of size (3.27 mm)3 were utilized in the reconstructions. The reconstructed images were post filtered using Butterworth low-pass filters with different cutoff frequencies.
After optimizing the PDT using methods described in the following sessions, normal and defect sinograms were generated for the optimized PDT but with different TATs through shortening the acquisition time from the end of the average patient TACs. These data were then reconstructed and postfiltered for TAT optimization. 
Pre-scan Delay Time (min)
for a direct impression. More PDT samples are tested at the beginning of the TACs as the activities of the LV chamber and the myocardium fluctuate more. Two peaks are found for the rest study with results shown in Fig. 8 and one peak for the stress study results in Fig. 9. Reviewing Fig. 1 , we notice that the second AVC peak for the rest study (at 45 sec) and the peak for the stress study (at 38 sec) occur around the cross points of the LV chamber and myocardium TACs. This provide valuable information for optimizing the PDT for individual patients. Counting the 30 sec prior to first appearance of detected counts, the optimized PDT we arrived at is shorter than the 90 sec PDT generally applied in the clinic.
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Contrast 2 and the optimized cutoff frequency of 0.5 cycle/cm are employed for image reconstruction and post filtering. From Fig. 4 , it reads that the sequence in terms of better NSO vs. contrast tradeoff (curve closer to the lower right corner) is PDT being 0, 1, 1.5, 0.5, and 2.5 minute. Viewing the Ave values corresponding to these POTs in Fig. 5 (the 0.5 cycle/cm curve), we notice that in general the better NSO vs. contrast tradeoff, the higher the resulting AVe values. This confirms that NSD vs. contrast tradeoff as a reasonable preliminary mathematical criterion for image quality evaluation in terms of the MP defect detection task.
B. Pre-scan Delay TIme Optimization
For both the rest and stress conditions, we perfonned ROC analysis and estimated AVC values for images corresponding to different POTs (while for each PDT, the acquisition covers till the end of recorded activities). For each PDT, four noise realizations of the processed images with defects (for ROC analysis) are shown in Fig. 6 (at rest) and Fig. 7 (at stress) 
C. Total Acquisition Time Optimization
For the optimized POTs of rest (at 0.75 min) and stress (at 0.63 min) studies, we calculated the AVCs for different shortened TATs. The reason we use the second peak of rest AVC (Fig. 8) for TAT analysis is that the LV in images at earlier POTs is almost unifonn (Fig. 6) , which has been avoided by physicians. The TATs were shortened from the end of TACs. From Figs. 10 Aves are not significantly affected when reducing the TATs for <I"V3 minutes for both the rest and the stress studies.
IV. DISCUSSION As discussed in subsection 3.2, two peaks are found in the Ave vs. PDT curve for the rest study (Fig. 8) while one is found for the stress study (Fig. 9 ). As the images from which the AVe values were calculated carry cumulated activities from different POTs, we plotted the cumulated activity vs. PDT in Fig. 12 . For the rest study the cumulated activity of the LV chamber is higher than that of the myocardium at the beginning and falls lower as PDT increases (Fig. 12(a) ). For the stress study, the cumulated activity of the LV chamber is always lower than that of the myocardium for all the POTs (Fig. 12(b) ). Bearing this in mind, we observe that there are apparently two types of reconstructed rest images (Fig. 6) , one with the LV looking like an almost uniform disk at the beginning and the other more like the donut shape later on. This may explain the two peaks (Fig. 8) , one for each type of images, in the AVe curve for the rest study.
As for the stress condition, the LV always has chamber activity lower than the myocardium activity. The one peak happens where the noise level and the contrast between the chamber and myocardium activity reaches the best tradeoff. As known, the shorter a PDT, the more cumulated counts and therefore higher signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstructed images. At the same time, there is also more spillover from the LV chamber to the myocardium tissue as a result of partial volume effect as well as scattering. This would affect the contrast between the normal and defect tissue and therefore the detectability of the defect. Improved partial volume correction through resolution modeling [15] and accurate scatter correction may help better take advantage of the higher statistics at very early POTs.
In practice, physicians are not used to viewing LV images with higher chamber activity than tissue activity. However, we notice that the first peak value in Fig. 8 is higher than the second one and more importantly that the AVe value with PDT as 0 min is also higher than the second peak Ave value. It may be then meaningful to consider viewing the images with earlier POTs although the chamber activity is higher, 
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Pre-scan Delay Time (min) Time Shortened (min) Fig. 11 . AVC values for images with optimized PDT and different TATs at stress condition. which have not been favored in the clinic. It is expected to be more the case with advanced scatter and partial volume correction and suggest consideration of change in paradigm. Further studies, especially human observer studies, will be performed to validate the findings here.
v. CONCLUSIONS Through realistic simulation of Rb-82 MP PET data, we have studied the effect of acquisition and reconstruction process on the MP defect detection using ROC analysis. It was found that the iteration number of OS-EM algorithm (with 21 subsets) varying from 1 to 4 does not affect the AVC values, while the selection of the cutoff frequency of the Butterworth filter for postproceessing is critical. The cutoff frequency at '"'-'0.5 cycle/em produces images for best MP defect detection based on ROC analysis. For both the rest and stress conditions we optimized the PDT and found that the optimal PDT are close to the cross points of the TACs of the LV chamber and the myocardium. This information may be critical for implementing individualized imaging in the clinic for best MP defect detection. Through studying the effect of shortening the TAT for the optimized PDT, we conclude that shortening the TAT for <'"'-'3 minutes from the total 8 minutes applied in the clinic does not affect MP defect detection significantly for both the rest and stress studies.
